A key overall goal of biomolecular simulations is the characterization of "mechanism" -the pathways through configuration space of processes such as conformational transitions and binding. Some amount of heterogeneity is intrinsic to the ensemble of pathways, in direct analogy to thermal configurational ensembles. Quantification of that heterogeneity is essential to a complete understanding of mechanism. We propose a general approach for characterizing path ensembles based on mapping individual trajectories into pathway classes whose populations and uncertainties can be analyzed as an ordinary histogram, providing a quantitative "fingerprint" of mechanism. In contrast to prior flux-based analyses used for discrete-state models, stochastic deviations from average behavior are explicitly included via direct classification of trajectories. * To whom correspondence should be addressed The histogram approach, furthermore, is applicable to analysis of continuous trajectories. It enables straightforward comparison between ensembles produced by different methods or under different conditions. To implement the formulation, we develop approaches for classifying trajectories, including a clustering-based approach suitable for both continuous-space (e.g., molecular dynamics) or discrete-state (e.g., Markov state model) trajectories, as well as a "fundamental sequence" approach tailored for discretestate trajectories but also applicable to continuous trajectories through a mapping process. We apply the pathway histogram analysis to a toy model and an extremely long atomistic molecular dynamics trajectory of protein folding.
Introduction
Protein conformational processes, which include folding and conformational transitions, are essential to innumerable cellular functions, 1 and a key goal of computer simulations is to quantify such processes. [2] [3] [4] Characterizing the "mechanisms" (pathways) of such processes, the series of conformational states through which a system transits during the process of interest, is at the heart of the biomolecular simulation enterprise.
Because straight-ahead molecular dynamics (MD) simulations generally extend to timescales that are only a fraction of what is required to exhibit biologically significant conformational processes, 2,5 specialized computational methods have been developed to infer long-time behavior from affordable simulations. A number of "path sampling" techniques have been developed in recent decades which generally attempt to construct continuous or nearly continuous trajectory ensembles based on principles of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.
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Further, path optimization approaches estimate a single dominant pathway, 9, 10 and based on a set of short trajectories, Markov state models (MSMs) use statistical inference to "stitch together" mechanistic pathways in a reduced configurational description consisting of discrete states.
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The analysis and interpretation of pathways constitutes another challenge, since their intrinsic structure is often hidden behind the stochastic nature of the system and the limited sampling. Our overall strategy is to classify pathways in a well-defined way that enables (i) statistical comparison to another path ensemble, perhaps of unbiased reference data, (ii) ready analysis of the dominant transition mechanisms and the degree of heterogeneity in a path ensemble, and (iii) applicability to continuous or discrete trajectories. We always assume that the macrostates of interest, A and B (e.g., folded and unfolded) have already been defined but the discussion applies to arbitrary macrostates. To classify the pathway ensembles from any approach (e.g., MSM or MD trajectories), we require a scheme that maps trajectories to pathway classes in a physically reasonable way.
For analysis of MSMs, a flux-based pathway classification strategy 14, 18 has been widely used. The approach uses an intuitive mapping of flux pathways that allows the fractional flow through each path to be computed. Fluxes, however, represent average behavior and simply following flux lines excludes stochastic but expected switching between (non-crossing) flux lines, as described below. Of equal importance, flux lines cannot be used to classify actual trajectories because of the stochastic behavior just noted. In general, even a sequence of MSM states generated probabilistically from the MSM transition matrix could not be uniquely assigned to a single flux path. Of equal importance here, MD trajectories, even if mapped to a discrete MSM space, also could not be classified by flux-based paths.
A very simple model can illustrate the complexity of the path ensemble and suggest strategies to simplify its analysis. Suppose we have a very coarse partition of the configurational space with only four states; a initial state A, a final state B, and two intermediate states I1 and I2 that connect A and B as shown in Fig. 1a . Following our "chemical intuition" we can identify four different mechanisms to go from A to the final state B (Fig. 1b) .
However, the path ensemble is much more complex, having an unlimited number of paths (examples in Fig. 1c ) . We could also identify an infinite family of paths, for instance, se- In order to propose a mechanism we need to reduce the dimensionality of the problem.
A simplified description could be given by how the reactive flux from A to B is distributed over the network of "edges" that connect the states. 14,18 However, a reactive flux description averages out potentially important elements of the path ensemble. In our previous example, for instance, each edge in Fig 1a would be unidirectional in a flux picture, and the I1-I2
edge would have zero flux in a symmetric system, thus excluding possible paths that move transversely or backwards and failing to separate distinct pathways that may share common segments. We want a description of the path ensemble without discarding possible paths, including sub-optimal "orthogonal-space" transitions that occur in realistic trajectories.
To better describe the mechanism and evaluate the performance of possible models, we propose to map the entire path ensemble to a limited number of classes: see Fig. 2 . Each class would be a family of paths with a likelihood easy to quantify. The probability distribution In the remainder of the paper, we demonstrate how the histogramming strategy can be applied to both discrete-state and continuous trajectories. For discrete-state trajectories, such as from MSMs, histograms can be constructed via direct mapping from trajectory to pathway class or indirectly by clustering and then classifying. We introduce a direct map-
ping which yields what we term the "fundamental sequence" -roughly, the discrete-state trajectory with loops removed. We further demonstrate that pathway classes can be generated from arbitrary clusterings of paths via a Voronoi decomposition -where the initial clustering can be performed based on any algorithm and distance metric. Continuous trajectories can be classified indirectly using the clustering-to-classes approaches or by mapping the trajectories to a discrete basis and then applying the fundamental-sequence -or any other -classification.
Methods
Grouping together "similar" pathways is probably the simplest way to describe the mechanism of a biomolecular process. The goal is to expose the "structure" of the path ensemble through a regular classification procedure. In this section we will first show an automated classification scheme based on what we called the fundamental sequence (FS) which is designed for discrete trajectories, e.g., the trajectories we would obtain from MSMs. Then, we will discuss how an initial clustering in path space can be used as starting point for classification of both discrete and continuous pathways.
Classification based on direct mapping to pathway classes
If every transition trajectory can be directly mapped to one of a discrete set of pathway classes, a path histogram is created. Such a histogram can be used for mechanistic analysis in its original form, or the class bins can be combined using a similarity metric for a more coarse grained description.
The classes themselves can be generated in different ways. They could be based on physical intuition -for example, by considering the sequences of certain discrete events of interest which occur during the transitions.
Here we present an automated classification procedure for trajectories in discrete spaces and there will also be in general isolated nodes not visited by the particular path s. We assume all edges have known transition probabilities T ml , which for molecular systems can be approximated using MD trajectories as is done in MSM construction.
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The fundamental sequence (FS) of a path s is the connected linear subgraph q of nodes in G(s) that maximizes the product of the transition probabilities through all possible paths
where |q| is the number of elements in the path q ∈ Γ(G(s)), and |q| − 1 is the number of
transitions.
An equivalent and more convenient formulation would be FS = arg min
where have transformed the problem of maximizing the product of the transition probabilities to the classical problem of finding the shortest distance in a graph, in this case, using the pseudo distance δ(m, l) = − log T ml . There are well known strategies to solve this kind of problem; here we use Dijkstra's algorithm.
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A simple example can be seen in Fig. 1 , where the FSs of the paths in Fig. 1c are the corresponding sequences in Fig. 1b . In general, any possible path from A to B in that simple model will correspond to one of the four fundamental sequences drawn in Fig. 1b .
For the description of the mechanism, and in particular for equilibrium ensembles which exhibit mechanistic symmetry for forward and reverse directions, 20 it is more natural to use a partition of path space which is symmetric by construction. That is, for a system in equilibrium, the distribution of the folding paths over the classes should be equal to the distribution of the unfolding paths on the same space. Instead of maximizing the likelihood of the sequence given the connectivity of the path, we will maximize the likelihood of the "round trip". The symmetrized fundamental sequence FS * is therefore defined as
From now on, when me mention the fundamental sequence, we really mean this symmetrized version.
Lastly we note that the prescriptions above for computing the FS are not themselves unique and could be modified to normalize for path length and/or employ a more explicit maximum flux definition. Regardless of the definition, such FS classes provide a means for binning arbitrary stochastic discrete-state trajectories and creating a histogram.
Classification based on clustering in path space -for discrete or continuous trajectories
To generate a path histogram, we require true classification of path space into non-overlapping, space-tiling regions, which typically is not achieved using clustering methods. 21 However, it is straightforward to use arbitrary clusters and an arbitrary distance metric in path space to generate Voronoi-cell classification of the space. Most simply, a representative member of each cluster can be taken as the reference structure for a Voronoi cell defined using the distance metric. Although the distance metric used for clustering and Voronoi classification need not be the same, here we will assume they are identical.
Importantly, because clustering can be performed for either continuous or discrete trajectories, the corresponding Voronoi classification is equally general. We will demonstrate clustering-based classification using discrete trajectories.
It is well known that clustering methods do not yield unique results, nor necessarily reproducible results for a stochastic method, 21 and this indeterminacy will carry over path classification. Nevertheless, any reasonable clustering can be expected to yield reasonable classes for mechanistic analysis and, moreover, any classification will provide a "fingerprint" enabling quantitative comparison between different ensembles.
Clustering and classification of discrete paths based on simple state sets
For future study, here we suggest a very simple distance metric based on state commonality for trajectories in discrete space. In fact, this approach discards sequence information.
Before computing any distance between two trajectories, say, s = (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s m ) and q = (q 1 , q 2 , ..., q n ) where s 1 , q 1 ∈ A and s m , q n ∈ B, we are going to transform them to the sets
{q i } respectively. Now we define the distance d between S and Q as
where |.| is the cardinality operator, \ is the set difference (i.e., A \ B = {x : x ∈ A and x / ∈ B}). In simple words, d(S, Q) is the number of non-common elements between the sets S and Q.
The distance d is also called symmetric difference between the sets S and Q and it is a true mathematical distance (i.e.,
. However, what makes d special is that it is a simple and very efficient metric to define Voronoi cells.
In order to generate candidates for the Voronoi centers we first do hierarchical clustering based on d and then the centroid ζ k of the cluster C k is selected as shown in Eq. 5. The set {ζ k }, together with d will completely determine to which class any path belongs to.
In this case, paths are reduced to sets and, in contrast to the FS, the distance used is independent of the ordering of states in the path. The FS might be more intuitive and it is probably a better tool to interpret results. Also, discrete distances are not ideal for Voronoi-based classification since it is more likely to to find points equidistant to multiple Voronoi centers. Nevertheless, the clustering approach is equally valid for our goal of defining a partition of the path space that allows "fingerprinting" and comparison of different path ensembles. 
Clustering and classification of continuous trajectories

Defining macrostates: Kinetic clustering of microstates based on commute times
So far we have been talking about classification or clustering of pathways. However, implicit in pathways are the macrostates which transition pathways connect. Here we cluster microstates in order to identify or define or macrostates, e.g., the folded and unfolded macrostates in a protein. There is no a unique way to do it, and that problem by itself could be the subject of another publication/research. Nevertheless, that is not the main goal of the present work and we are just going to propose one of the multiple ways in which the definition of macrostates can be done.
Here we employ a systematic, but fairly simple idea method building on prior work.
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The idea is to perform hierarchical kinetic clustering of MSM microstates, denoted as i or j, while ensuring a separation of timescales. We can use as a distance metric the MFPT, or more precisely, the "round-trip" time, t ij = MFPT(i → j) + MFPT(j → i). A slight limitation of the implementation suggested below is the use of (inexact) Markovian MFPTs, because the unbiased direct estimation would be very noisy.
We employ a simple procedure: a hierarchical (or progressive) clustering based on a cutoff t cut and a factor m defining the targeted separation of timescales. If the round-trip time (t ij ) is less that t cut then we merge the states. Here is the proposed procedure:
1. Compute MFPT matrix M and add it to M T to obtain the round-trip times {t ij } 2. While min({t ij }) < t cut :
• Merge the corresponding states
• Recompute {t ij } (step 1) for merged states 3. Increase t cut until the maximum remaining element of t ij becomes less than a predefined multiple m (e.g., 10) of t cut . Use as macrostates the two clusters from the prior step with the maximum t ij > m t cut
Results
Classification based on the FS
In this section we demonstrate the utility of the FS-based classification for the analysis and interpretation of complex stochastic pathways. We start with a two-dimensional toy model where it is easy to illustrate the how this method simplifies, in a meaningful way, the path ensemble. Then, we will follow the same steps on a much more complex system, protein B folding and unfolding from atomistic simulation.
Toy Model
Our toy model is a two-dimensional system with an energy function given by:
where f (x, y) = 1 − sin(x) sin(y) and g(x, y) = x − y − 9 sin(y/3). Fig. 3 show the shape of the potential energy function (E 2D /k B T ). This is in some way a more complex version of our first example (see Fig. 1 ). Intuitively, we would have two dominant pathways or "mechanisms". However, in order to do the classification based on the FS, the model has to be discrete.
To analyze paths in this model, we built a (discrete) Markov model based on a (continuousspace) Monte Carlo simulation. Simulations of around 10 6 steps were done on the energy surface given in Eq. 6 using trial moves (δx i , δy i ) taken randomly from a uniform distri-
The Markov states were defined by the squares
, where (k, m) is any combination of integers in [0, 5] . For the path analysis we are also considering an initial state A = {(x, y) ∈ [0, π) 2 } and a final state Fig. 3 ).
From now on, our analysis will focus on the discrete states of Markov model instead of the original continuous energy surface. For that reason the quality of the Markov model as a representation of the original model is not the main concern. Our goal for now is the classification of discrete paths and not how they where obtained. For visualization purpose, however, we are going to map discrete sequences back to the original energy surface.
Starting from the state A (now a discrete index), 200 discrete trajectories were generated until they reach B. The discrete trajectories are mapped, just for visualization, to the original energy surface, in particular to the center of each state ([kπ, kπ + π) × [mπ, mπ + π)). The result, after adding noise in order avoid perfect overlap between distinct discrete trajectory fragments, is shown in Fig. 4 . Due to the stochastic nature of the paths it is almost impossible to see some kind of "structure" in the path ensemble, even when the model was designed to have two dominant paths.
One the other hand, the classification based on the FS can clearly simplify the interpretation of the stochastic behavior of our model. 
Protein B atomistic (un)folding trajectories
Next we study an atomistic, explicitly solvated model of Protein B, a much more complex system with 47 residues that was simulated using regular molecular dynamics for 104µs, enough time to observe multiple folding/unfolding events. 24 As noted above, trajectories in a continuous space can be treated by a cluster-then-classify strategy applied in path space.
Here, however, we recapitulate the strategy used in the toy model of projecting configurations into a discrete space and using the fundamental-sequence analysis.
We started by reducing the configurational space of the system down to 40 discrete states using pyEMMA, 25 yielding the space in which FSs will be computed. We used the same states to build a non-Markovian (NM) model, 26 which can also be described as a "historyaugmented MSM." The folded and unfolded states where defined by a cutoff t cut = 45ns
following the kinetic clustering approach described above.
To illustrate the value of the pathway histogram as a yardstick, we compare the results obtained from (a) the actual MD simulation analyzed using the discrete MSM states mentioned above, with two NM models, (b) one using all the history available and (c) another NM model built using only 20ns of history, as described previously 26 See Fig We emphasize that other classification schemes could be used, so our findings are not unique. However, we expect the results to be structurally reasonable given the underlying basis in the clustered states derived from pyEMMMA. 25 Future work will investigate the degree to which path histograms can be considered "robust" -i.e., insensitive to reasonable perturbations to the underlying featurization. In any case, the FS analysis can bring quantitative insight to the understanding of complex dynamical processes like protein folding, as 
Conclusions
Although transition pathways have been analyzed in the past by a number of quantitative approaches, 14, 18, 22 no universally applicable analysis has previously been introduced, to our knowledge. Here we have provided employed a simple statistical structure, the histogram, along with a very general strategy for classifying trajectories into bins -a strategy applicable to true stochastic trajectories whether in discrete or continuous space. This histogram "fingerprint," although not unique, enables a standardized comparison of mechanisms predicted by different models and/or simulation methods.
The pathway histogram can be constructed in arbitrary ways, and we have suggested several approaches for both discrete and continuous-space trajectories. Notably, the automated "fundamental sequence" (FS) classification of discrete-state trajectories removes less informative pathway loops while retaining the potentially stochastic path "backbone" that is unlikely to follow flux lines. Continuous-space trajectories can employ the FS classification scheme if configurations are first mapped to discrete states, as we have done. Further, any clustering technique can be converted to a classification scheme using a Voronoi procedure; the only requirement is a distance metric in path space on which to base the clustering.
The pathway histogram approach is very generic and could equally be applied to other fields studying stochastic transitions in complex systems, including systems biology.
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